
Arezzo-25 grating was used 
extensively at The  Emirates 
Stadium for Arsenal FC as barrier 
fencing, balustrading, security 
screening and wall cladding. 
 
The 76x25mm aperture grating was 
spec i f i ca l l y  chosen  a s  the 
horizontal flat bars could take a 
loading which complied with 
BS6399-1. This guaranteed  its 
suitability for use as a barrier fence 
for the crowd control areas 
surrounding the Emirates. The 
weight of flat bar and the bespoke 
posts were also designed to this 
requirement. 
 
A l t e r na t i v e  f i x i ng  me thods 
combined with the versatility of the 
panels created continuity of design 
throughout the varied applications 
within the project. 
 
Standard Panel size (max):  
1000mm high x 3000mm wide  
Finish: hot-dip galvanized 
 
Architects: HOK Sport 
Main Contactor:Sir Robert McAlpine 
Consulting Engineers 
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Hampden Park National 
Stadium is a venue for sporting 
events and concerts and home 
to Scotland’s football team.  
Following the prolonged 
refurbishment of the stadium, 
new fencing was a necessary 
requirement in order to host a 
UEFA Champions League Final.  
 
Lang+Fulton supplied a Roma-4  
grating fence with a 63x132mm 
aperture and robust 30x4mm flat 
bar, which was chosen for its 
combination of excellent security 
and proven durability.   
 
The 2600mm high fence was 
supplied with strong I-section 
posts to cope with marshalling  
crowds of spectators. Similarly, the 
gates were designed with heavy 
duty 150mm SHS posts. 
 
The fencing was hot-dip galvanized 
and polyester powder coated for 
minimum maintenance with  
contrasting blue posts, symbolic of 
Scotland’s national colour.  
 
The contract amounted to over 300 
linear metres of fencing and a total 
of 31 double leaf gates with drop 
bolts and sliding latches. 
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Chelmsford Sport and Athletics 
Centre is a major sporting venue 
for athletes and a permanent 
home for Chelmsford City FC.  
The final phase of this significant 
investment included a new pitch 
inside the perimeter of the 
athletics track, a 1000-seat 
stand and improved boundary 
fencing. 
 
Lang+Fulton (formerly Orsogril UK) 
were asked to supply a 1600mm high 
steel fence from their louvre range to 
meet the architect’s brief for a 
durable, cost-effective, screening 
solution. 
 
The Ital ia-80 panels were 
supported by 80x8mm flat bar posts 
with base plates concealed within the 
wall with a coping layer of bricks.  All 
steelwork was hot-dip galvanized and 
polyester powder coated RAL 7024. 
 
The fence provides 100% visual 
screening which fulfilled the club’s 
aim of finding an economical and 
practical solution to prevent fans 
from watching a match without 
purchasing tickets. Chelmsford City 
FC has reported that it is delighted 
with the result. 
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